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**International Journal Of Optimization Theory**
The International Journal of Industrial Engineering: Theory, Applications and Practice publishes original, quality articles reporting advances in industrial engineering theory, techniques, methodology, applications and practice; general surveys and critical reviews; educational or training articles including case studies; short communications; keynote papers; book reviews; announcements; etc ...

**International Journal of Industrial Engineering: Theory ...**
International Journal of Theoretical and Applied Mathematics (IJTAM) is a peer-reviewed journal on all areas of theoretical and applied mathematics and methods to solve problems in engineering, natural sciences, and business through mathematical, computational and statistical methods. Topics of interest include, but are not limited to: pure mathematics, applied sciences, approximation theory ...

**International Journal of Theoretical and Applied ...**
IAENG International Journal of Applied Mathematics . Objectives and Scope. IAENG International Journal of Applied Mathematics is published with both online and print versions.

**IAENG International Journal of Applied Mathematics (IJAM)**
In mathematics, computer science and operations research, mathematical optimization (alternatively spelled optimisation) or mathematical programming is the selection of a best element (with regard to some criterion) from some set of available alternatives. In the simplest case, an optimization problem consists of maximizing or minimizing a real function by systematically choosing input values ...

**Mathematical optimization - Wikipedia**
International Journal of Architecture, Arts and Applications (IJAAA) includes articles in fields of arts and its applications and it publishes original, high quality all branches of arts and related sciences research that will have a significant impact on the theory and practice of visual arts, literary arts, performing arts, arts criticism, and related sciences with arts.

**International Journal of Architecture, Arts and ...**
Volume 30 Issue 14. Assembly and disassembly of magnetic mobile micro-robots towards deterministic 2-D reconfigurable micro-systems; Optimal path planning for surveillance with temporal-logic constraints
International Journal of Robotics Research
International Journal of Mathematical Analysis and Applications accepts research papers in all areas of mathematical analysis and its numerous applications. Research in these subjects has been very lively recently, and the interplay between individual areas has enriched them all.

About This Journal - International Journal of Mathematical Analysis and Applications
Int. J. Appl. Math. (IJAM), pISSN 1311-1728, eISSN 1314-8060 Editor-in-Chief: Virginia Kiryakova (ijam@diogenes.bg) Managing Editor: Svetoslav Nenov IN MEMORIAM to Prof. Drumi Bainov: IJAM Editorial Article, Article in IJPAM The journal is peer-reviewed and publishes carefully selected original research papers on all scopes of mathematics and its applications: combinatorics, design and ...

International Journal of Applied Mathematics
IJISA is committed to bridge the theory and practice of intelligent systems. From innovative ideas to specific algorithms and full system implementations, IJISA publishes original, peer-reviewed, and high quality articles in the areas of intelligent systems.

International Journal of Intelligent Systems and ...
Journal of Optimization in Industrial Engineering (JOIE) published by Qazvin Islamic Azad University (located in Iran) is a scholarly open access, peer-reviewed, semi-annually and fully refereed journal with a primary objective to provide the academic community and industry for the submission of new ideas, the state of the art research results and fundamental advances in all aspects of ...

Journal of Optimization in Industrial Engineering

North Atlantic University Union
The International Journal of Renewable Energy Research (IJRER) is not a for profit organisation. IJRER is a quarterly published, open source journal and operates an online submission with the peer review system allowing authors to submit articles online and track their progress via its web interface.

International Journal of Renewable Energy Research-IJRER
The International Journal of Coal Geology deals with fundamental and
applied aspects of the geology and petrology of coal, oil/gas source rocks and...

**International Journal of Coal Geology - Elsevier**
Read the latest articles of Computers & Mathematics with Applications at ScienceDirect.com, Elsevier’s leading platform of peer-reviewed scholarly literature

**Computers & Mathematics with Applications | ScienceDirect.com**
Message from the chair ICCOPT 2019, the Sixth International Conference on Continuous Optimization, will take place on the campus of the Technical University (TU) of Berlin, August 3-8, 2019.

**ICCOPT 2019**
Providing researchers with access to millions of scientific documents from journals, books, series, protocols, reference works and proceedings.

**Home - Springer**
IJCAS, International Journal of Control, Automation, and Systems

**IJCAS :::: International Journal of Control, Automation ...**
During the past two decades, there has been an increase on maritime freight traffic particularly in container flow. Thus, the Berth Allocation Problem (BAP) can be considered among the primary optimization problems encountered in port terminals.

**International Journal of Industrial Engineering ...**
Computational and Applied Mathematics Journal is a peer-reviewed, international journal. This journal publishes significant research papers from all branches of computational sciences and applied mathematical.

**About This Journal - Computational and Applied Mathematics ...**